JCRC Meeting Highlights and Meeting Minutes February 27, 2018
Tim Edwards called the meeting to order at 6:45. He welcomed a new member in attendance; Dieter
Woerz. The minutes for January were approved, with motion to pass by Glenn Ross and Anthony Hall
seconding. Anthony Hall presented the Treasurer’s report, with revenues from mostly dues of $472,
$235 for expenses such as radio repairs and port-o-let, and with a $17,552 balance remaining.
Steve Hodges discussed planning for the AMA sanctioned Spring Fly-In. There will be raffles for an
Opterra flying wing from Motion RC and a RTF Sportsman Cub from Hobbytown. There will be a $10
pilot fee. Contests will include Limbo and a Bloody Baron competition. Later on in the year there will
be an EDF event and eventually the Halloween Funfly.
Tim Edwards noted that the February Indoor FF was a major success, 50 plus people attended, one
direction flying was done and that donations paid for the rental, so we flew for free! George Baker
stated that the T-shirts sales paid for the pilot box fencing and new signage for the indoor events and
field boundaries.
Tim Edwards mentioned that we will have an event at the Mini-Dome next year in March. It is
reserved and paid for by a donation.
Tim Edwards recently received a call asking if the club could set up a display and demo flying at the
Erwin Great Outdoors Festival on May 5th, . He pointed out that this is something to promote the club,
and he will let us know when we have more info. The Scout event is still planned, including flying
trainer planes on buddy box. It was noted that Doug Lindaur has volunteered to be an Intro Pilot.
At 7:10, there was a motion to close made by Tim Edwards and seconded by Roland Boles.

Respectfully submitted,
Michael Lick, JCRC Secretary

